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We describe a stochastic variability mechanism which is genuinely internal to the ocean, i.e. not due to fluctuations in atmospheric forcing. The key ingredient is the existence of closed contours of bottom topography surrounded by a stirring region of enhanced eddy activity. This configuration leads to the formation of a robust but highly variable vortex above the topography anomaly. The vortex dynamics integrates the white noise forcing of oceanic eddies into a red noise signal for the large scale volume transport of the vortex. The strong interannual fluctuations of the transport of the Zapiola anticyclone (∼100 Sr) in the Argentine basin are argued to be partly due to such eddy-driven stochastic variability, on the basis of a 310 years long simulation of a comprehensive global ocean model run driven by a repeated-year forcing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Large-scale oceanic currents show large fluctuations at decadal, centennial and even millennial time scales [13]. Understanding the nature and the causes of this variability is a major challenge for climate predictions. Some properties of oceanic variability can result from the intrinsic, deterministic non-linear dynamics of oceanic flows [8]. For instance, this approach has been proven useful to interpret the different peaks arising at decadal time scales in time-series of the Gulf-Stream position [25]. Otherwise, the ubiquity of red noise signals in time series of various oceanic metrics is generally thought to result from the integration of white noise processes by the linearized dynamics [14]. Obviously, a source of noise is associated with the rapid fluctuations of atmospheric forcing, therefore leading to low frequency oceanic variability [10]. However, red noise signals have also been reported in ocean models forced by steady winds but with sufficient spatial resolution to simulate the “oceanic weather system”, i.e. mesoscale eddies at scale from 30 to 300 km [2,16]. This suggests the existence of intrinsic, stochastic variability of large-scale oceanic currents.

We show in the following that the dynamics of eddy-driven flows above closed topography contours provides essential ingredients for supporting such stochastic variability genuinely internal to the ocean. We then argue that this mechanism contributes to the variability of the Zapiola anticyclone in the Argentina Basin.

II. BASIC MECHANISM

Let us consider first a barotropic (depth independent) flow above an axisymmetric topographic bump \( h(r) \) such that the total fluid depth \( h(r) \) is increasing for \( r < L_h \), and constant for \( r > L_h \), and surrounded by a “stirring” region, as sketched on figure 1-b. Here, stirring can be due to any mechanism outside the topography anomaly, generating disturbances in the flow field that propagate toward the topography anomaly. This situation is reminiscent of the large scale atmospheric circulation induced by mid-latitude stirring [33]. Simple arguments relying on Kelvin circulation theorem explain the formation of an anticyclonic flow above the closed topographic contours [35] in the same way as westward flows are formed away from stirring regions in the atmosphere, see e.g. [15, 27]. Neglecting other forcing than stirring, and considering that dissipation occurs through bottom friction modeled as a linear drag with coefficient \( \omega_b \), the dynamics above the topography anomaly reads

\[
\partial_t q + \mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla q = -\omega_b \frac{\zeta}{h}, \quad \nabla \cdot (h \mathbf{u}) = 0, \quad q = \frac{\zeta + f}{h}, \quad (1)
\]

where \( \mathbf{u} \) is the velocity, \( \zeta = (\nabla \times \mathbf{u}) \cdot \mathbf{e}_z \) is the relative vorticity and \( f \) is the planetary vorticity, taken here as a constant (so that \( f/h \) contours are also topography contours). \( \mathbf{e}_z \) is a unit vector pointing upward.

We call \( v \) and \( u \) the radial and azimuthal velocities respectively (\( v \) is positive when directed outside the topography anomaly, \( u \) is positive when anti-clockwise). Defining eddies as deviation from the azimuthal average \( u' = u - \overline{u} \) and integrating equation (1) inside a circle of constant \( r \) yields

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \mathbf{u} = -\frac{1}{r^2} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r^2 \mathbf{u} \cdot \mathbf{e}_r \right) - \omega_b \mathbf{e}_z. \quad (2)
\]

Multiplying equation (2) by the total fluid depth \( h(r) \) and integrating from the center \( r = 0 \) to the boundary \( r = L_h \) of the topography anomaly yields the transport equation

\[
\frac{dT}{dt} = \eta_{\text{eddy}} - \omega_b T, \quad (3)
\]

where \( T = \int_0^{L_h} \mathbf{h} \cdot \mathbf{n} \, dr \). Assuming that typical variations of \( h \) over \( L_h \) are smaller than \( h \), and assuming that \( |u' v'|/r \ll |\partial_r u' v'| \) (which corresponds to the limit case of a channel), the eddy term \( \eta_{\text{eddy}} \approx -h v' u'|_{r=L_h} \) is given
by the eddy momentum fluxes at the boundary of the bump.

In the absence of direct external forcing, eddy fluxes tend to reduce large scale potential vorticity gradients, therefore driving anticyclonic flow above topographic bumps [3]. One expects then that time-mean of the eddy term $\eta_{\text{eddy}}$ is positive (resp. negative) in the case of a positive (resp. negative) topography anomaly, as for instance predicted by linear theory [15], and as reported in various numerical simulations, see e.g. [17, 26]. If $\eta_{\text{eddy}}$ were time independent, the vortex would reach a stationary state and its transport would be inversely proportional to bottom friction [7]. However, stirring is more generally time varying, and so is the driving term $\eta_{\text{eddy}}$. In particular, the eddy term $\eta_{\text{eddy}}$ could possibly vary depending on the anticyclone transport $T$, thus allowing complex feedbacks as in the atmosphere [20]. Assuming here that such feedbacks are negligible, and modelling the eddy term $\eta_{\text{eddy}}(t)$ as a constant plus a gaussian white noise, the transport satisfies a Langevin equation [19]. Transport time series are then instances of an auto-regressive process of order one [14, 29]. For frequency $\omega$ higher than the cut-off frequency $\omega_b$ set by bottom friction, the transport power spectrum $|\tilde{T}(\omega)|^2 = |\eta_{\text{eddy}}|^2(\omega^2 + \omega_b^2)^{-1}$ is a red noise. This shows that oceanic eddies can drive the formation and the low frequency variability of anticyclonic flows above topographic bumps.

We argue in the following that this mechanism is responsible for the massive fluctuations in transport time series of the Zapiola Anticyclone [23].

III. INTRINSIC VARIABILITY OF THE ZAPIOLA ANTICYCLONE

The Zapiola anticyclone is a strong and robust anticyclonic vortex above a sedimentary bump (the Zapiola drift), located in the Argentine basin, around (45°S, 45°W), see figure 2. This bump is characterized by shoaling bottom topography rising by $\sim 800$ m over a distance of $\sim 400$ km. The anticyclone appears as a local maximum in sea surface height as shown in figure 2-a. Typical velocities of the anticyclone are about 0.1 m.s$^{-1}$ over the whole vertical water column ($\sim 5000$ m depth). The associated transport is of the order of 100 Sv ($= 10^6$ m$^3$.s$^{-1}$) which is comparable with other major oceanic currents including the Gulf-Stream. Remarkably, the Zapiola anticyclone is surrounded by one of the most eddying region of the global ocean, namely the confluence between the Nord-Brazil current and the Malvinas current (see figure 2-b). Perhaps surprisingly, the Zapiola anticyclone has only been discovered rather lately, and almost simultaneously with in situ measurements [24, 30], numerical ocean models [6], and in theoretical studies [7]. Also striking is the strong interannual variability of the Zapiola anticyclone transport which has recently been reported from 15 years of altimetric measurements [23]. High resolution data syntheses also suggest the dominance of interior ocean dynamics as opposed to atmospheric forcing in determining the variability of the Zapiola anticyclone [28]. But the strong variability of the Zapiola anticyclone transport remains unexplained. Here, we report strong interannual fluctuations of the Zapiola anticyclone transport in a 310 year long simulation of the global eddy admitting DRAKKAR model configuration [1, 9] under a repeated-year forcing. This
FIG. 2: The Zapiola anticyclone in the Argentine Basin. a) Mean Dynamical Topography (SSH) from CNES-CLS09 dataset. Above the Zapiola drift, SSH is proportional (and opposite) to the transport streamfunction since the flow is mostly depth independent. b) Surface eddy kinetic energy estimated from TOPEX altimeter over 1992-2002. c,d) Same quantities as a,b) in the model output over the last 10 years of the simulation. Isolines of $f/h$, where $h$ is the local depth, are represented in thin dashed black line. The shaded circle in the lower left panel shows the region over which the diagnostics have been performed.

The model configuration is based on the NEMO ocean/sea-ice modeling framework [21]. The model grid uses $z$-coordinates with 46 levels and a partial step representation of bottom topography. The model horizontal resolution at the equator is 1/4th degree and varies with the cosine of the latitude so that at 45°S the horizontal resolution is about 20 km. The model configuration uses a biharmonic viscosity for momentum and an isoneutral harmonic diffusivity for tracers. The bottom friction is a quadratic function of the bottom velocity $u_b$ so that the bottom stress $\tau_b$ is given by

$$\tau_b = C_d \left( u_b^2 + \epsilon \right)^{1/2} u_b,$$

where $\epsilon = 2.5 \times 10^{-3}$ m$^2$.s$^{-2}$ is the bottom turbulent kinetic energy due to tides and other small scale processes. According to common practice, the coefficient $C_d$ is calibrated such that for weak barotropic flows, the bottom friction time-scale $\omega_b^{-1}$ is about 30 months. For a
barotropic flow of about 0.1 m s\(^{-1}\) as the Zapiola anticyclone, the bottom friction time-scale \(\omega_0^{-1}\) is about 14 months.

The repeated-year forcing is built from the DRAKKAR forcing set DFS4 [4]. The forcing was built by computing a daily climatology of the variables available in DFS4 during 50 years at 6-hourly periods. Notably, the quadratic quantities (wind stress and bulk exchange coefficients) were also averaged in order to guarantee that the climatological forcing is energetically consistent [22]. The resulting forcing fields were then low-passed filtered in time (3-point hanning filter) to remove the remaining high-frequency noise. The resulting one year long forcing was applied repeatedly during the 310 years of the simulation.

Figure 3-a,b show strong fluctuations of transport over the last 10 years of the simulation and the associated power-spectrum computed over the first 300 years of the simulation. The model being forced by repeated-year atmospheric fields, the wind forcing is practically identical every year. Therefore, in the model, interannual fluctuations of Zapiola anticyclone transport can only be due to intrinsic ocean dynamics. This experiment supports the idea that the variability of the Zapiola anticyclone can be partly attributed to intrinsic ocean dynamics.

A comparison of the time-series of transport \(T\) and the time-series of the eddy momentum flux \(\eta_{\text{eddy}}\) is performed over the last 10 years of the simulation, see figure 3. Remarkably, fluctuations of the eddy momentum flux are essentially white at frequency \(\omega\) lower than \(\omega_{\text{topo}}\sim(20\text{ days})^{-1}\) (figure 3-c). This correlation time scale corresponds to the period of a barotropic dipole rotating around the Zapiola drift [12, 18], and interpreted either as a topographic Rossby wave [12], or as the superposition of Zapiola anticyclone transport can only be due to intrinsic ocean dynamics. This experiment supports the idea that the variability of the Zapiola anticyclone can be partly attributed to intrinsic ocean dynamics.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we have described a simple mechanism contributing to low-frequency variability of oceanic flows above large scale (around 500 km) topography anomalies. The key ingredients are closed contours of topography and a source of eddies. Our diagnostics of a comprehensive numerical ocean model suggest that such a mechanism explains at least part of the variability of the Zapiola Anticyclone in the Argentine Basin.

The formation of robust eddy-driven vortices above topography anomalies may provide an effective route for energy dissipation in the ocean. Indeed, because of the unstable nature of large scale oceanic flows, mesoscale eddies are ubiquitous in the ocean. In particular, high values of mesoscale eddy kinetic energy are observed along western boundaries of ocean basins. Here, we have depicted a situation where the mesoscale eddy kinetic energy can be absorbed above some topography anomaly (the Zapiola drift) and transferred to mean kinetic energy (the Zapiola anticyclone). The energy transfer is associated with the excitation, and the propagation of topographic Rossby waves [11]. A simple estimation of the order of magnitude for this dissipation rate in the case of the Zapiola anticyclone gives a value of about 1.10\(^{-3}\) W m\(^{-2}\) over an area \(A\sim1.10^6\) km\(^2\), which amounts to a total of 1.10\(^{-3}\) TW. This amount to a significant fraction (about one tenth) of the total sink of ocean-eddy energy at the western boundary of the South Atlantic [34]. Given the simple ingredients involved in setting the eddy-driven flow presented above, one might conjecture that the mechanism described in this letter could play an significant role in the internal low frequency dynamics and energetics of large scale oceanic currents.

Appendix: diagnostic details

The barotropic transport streamfunction \(\psi\) is defined according to \(h\mathbf{u} = e_z \times \nabla \psi\), where \(\mathbf{u}\) is the depth averaged velocity. The anticyclone transport is defined as \(T = \overline{\psi\text{(boundary)}} - \psi\text{(center)}\), where \(\psi\text{(center)}\) is the value of the streamfunction above the Zapiola drift (45°E45°S), and \(\overline{\psi\text{(boundary)}}\) is the average of the streamfunction along the circle of radius \(L_h \sim 500\) km depicted in figure 2-c.

The term \(\eta_{\text{eddy}}\) is estimated by computing the term \(E_{\text{eddy}}\), with azimuthal averages taken along the same circle \(r = L_h\). Output data of the 310 years simulation are monthly averaged, except for the last ten years of the simulation, where 5-days averages have been computed.
FIG. 3: **Transport fluctuations.**

a) Transport power-spectrum $|\overline{T}|^2(\omega)$ from the 300 years time series of monthly mean model output.

b) Transport and eddy momentum flux time series from the last 10 years time series of 5 days mean model output.

c) Transport and eddy momentum flux power-spectrum from the 10 years time series of 5 days mean model output.

d) Phase $\phi$ of the cospectrum $\overline{T \overline{\eta}}_{\text{eddy}}$.

Eddy terms can therefore only be computed over the last 10 years.
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[33] Strictly speaking, one should consider f/h contours rather than topography contours.